PRECISE DOG FOODS FUEL CHAMPION GLEN EAGLES DACHSUNDS
After showing dogs since age four and working with canines in law enforcement for
almost 30 years, Lisa Kennel, owner of Glen Eagles Dachshunds, is no stranger to the
industry. Kennel has studied different dog foods for many years – even making her own.
A veteran show dog breeder, Kennel’s pride and joy, Pedro “Drakesleat Spaghetti
Junction,” is currently the number one Triple Hunting Dog in the country. Pedro has sired
over 22 champions, and there is even a statue of him in the United Kennel Club lobby!
With dogs who do high performance work, Kennel depends on a food that keeps her pets
both mentally and physically healthy. In the past, some of the high-end dog foods Kennel
tried resulted in hyper, nervous animals. That’s when she decided to try Precise.
Before Kennel started feeding her dogs Precise, she put it to the test by dropping the
kibbles into water to dissolve. In the past, when performing this test with other dog foods,
she saw hair and other questionable ingredients left behind after the kibbles dissolved.
Once the Precise kibble dissolved, she was surprised to find that she didn’t see anything
that concerned her, so she felt good about feeding her dogs Precise. She then began
feeding her kennel strictly Precise Lamb Formula and even uses the food as treats!
Pedro enjoys chowing down on Precise, and Kennel says the amount of dental work since
he’s needed since switching to Precise is lower than when she fed him other dog foods.
With Precise, Kennel has also noticed excellent coats, which are paramount when
dachshunds are graded during shows.
“It takes a lot to win me over with the dog food, and Precise has done that,” said Kennel.
With Precise’s help, Kennel is able to keep kennel’s motto -- “Nutrition, Genetics and a
Loving Environment.”

